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1. INTRODUCTION 
The purpose of this paper is to begin a study of the special functions on 
the positive cone associated with a special formally real Jordan algebra. 
These algebras (together with the 27-dimensional exceptional one) are 
known to provide all the symmetric ones (see [6] for an expository article 
on this subject and for suitable reference). 
Let U be a formally real Jordan algebra and E be an Euclidean space. 
Let Sym(E) denote the space of symmetric endomorphisms of E. We 
denote by Sym ‘(E) the Jordan algebra we obtain when Sym(E) is equip- 
ped with the Jordan product 
A representation 4 of U in Sym ‘( E) is a linear mapping 
4: U+ Sym+(E) 
such that &.YJ) = b(x) 0 d(v), i.e., the mapping C$ is a Jordan algebra 
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homomorphism. Such a nontrivial representation exists if and only if U is 
special (see [2, 71). A case by case study of this representation will be 
given irl the third section. 
For (j and r] in E the linear form on iJ defined by 
is given by an inner product, hence there exists an element )’ in U, linearly 
depend ng on 5 and q, such that 
where ,s, ~9) denotes the reduced trace of the product XJ*. We write 
y = II/(: q), then Ic/ is a bilinear symmetric mapping 
We alsc write Q( 5) = $( <, <) for the corresponding vector-valued quadratic 
form. 
Let L’ denote the set of the squares of invertible elements in Cf. Then s;! is 
a symrretric cone (i.e., self-dual and homogeneous, see [7]). For any s in 
U and ,i in E we have 
hence t re values of the vector-valued quadratic form Q belong to m. 
The !;tiefel manifold is the set Z = (5 E E: Q(r) = e ), where e is the iden- 
tity in (jr. Sz and Z provide a polar decomposition for E. 
In this paper we introduce the Bessel functions and we extend classical 
results zoncerning radial Fourier analysis and an asymptotic formula for 
Bessel functions. This formula is new even for the matrix case, while most 
of the c ther results are known in particular cases (see [4, 51). 
The authors began this study while they were visiting Washington 
University in St. Louis. It is a pleasure to thank Adam Koranyi, Guido 
Weiss, .md the Department of Mathematics for friendship and hospitality. 
The second author also wishes to thank Albert0 Frigerio for a helpful con- 
versatic n. 
In the next section we complete the notation and we prove some basic 
lemmas. The third section contains an explicit description of the represen- 
tation 9’ in the nontrivial case. The fourth section is devoted to the integral 
formula for the polar decomposition. In the fifth section we introduce the 
Bessel functions and the Hankei transform. The sixth section contains the 
proof of the asymptotic expansion for the Bessel function. 
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2. NOTATION AND PRELIMINARY RESULTS 
Let U be a simple n-dimensional special formally real Jordan algebra 
with rank m. We denote by P the quadratic representation 
P(x) = 2L2(x) - L(x2), where L(x) J’= xy. Any element x in U is 
diagonalized by a complete system (cl,..., c,} of orthogonal primitive 
idempotents; we write x = I,“=, lj2icj. The eigenvalues Ai are positive when x 
belongs to Q. We have 
where U,,= U,Jc,)n U,:?(cj) with U,:, coming from the Peirce decom- 
position. The subspaces U,j have the same dimension d. We denote by N 
the dimension of the Euclidean space E introduced in the first section. 
LEMMA 1. For any .Y in U and 5 in E 
Q(d(-x) 0 = P(-v) Q(t). 
Proof For any ~7 in U we have 
(Q(4t.r) 51, Y) 
= (( c$(x) fj(XJ’) +qqxy) (b(x) - 4(x2) 4(y) ; d(2’) “‘x2’) <, :) 
= (4(2x(xy) - x'l') i, e, = (qqP(x) ?I) 5, 0 
= (f'b) Y, Q(5)) = (PLY) Q(t), Y). 
LEMMA 2. Assume that U is irreducible, then N/m is an integer and for 
any .K in U \ve halie 
det b(x) = (det x)~!” 
It-here det x denotes the reduced norm of x. 
Proof: For any two primitive idempotents a and b in U, &a) and d(b) 
are orthogonal projectors with the same rank k. If c,,..., c, provide a com- 
plete system of orthogonal primitive idempotents, we have 
Cl + ... +c,=e 
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$(c,) + ‘. . + &cm) = I,, 
therefore N = k. m. If x = X7= , A.ic, is the spectral decomposition of ?I, then 
4(-x)= f J,&Cj) 
, ~= , 
and 
det &x) = fi “r = (det x)~!‘~‘. 
;= I 
LEMMA 3. For any y in U 
det P(y) = (det ).)ln;m. 
Proof. Let .Y = I,“=, F,C, and .Y = Cyl= , ?cic, + x, </ uij be elements in Cl 
(xi, -1;‘: R; uiie 17,). Then 
Hence 
det PO’) = (det .I,)““‘~. 
3. THE REPRESENTATION q5 
In this section we give explicit realizations of the representation 
introdtced in the first section. 
Let F = R, C or W be the field of real, complex or quaternion numbers. 
Let U be the Jordan algebra Hermz((F) of m x m hermitian (symmetric if 
[F = R) matrices with entries in [F, equipped with the Jordan product 
AoB= +(AB+BA). 
Let E be the matrix space M,,,,(F), k 2 m. For x in U, r in E, we have 
$(x) 5 =x5 and Q(t) = tt*, where l* = ‘[. The cone G is the cone of 
positiv: definite hermitian (symmetric in the real case) matrices, while the 
Stiefel manifold Z= {{E E: tt* = Zm} = U,(lF)/U,-,(5). The rank of U is 
m. We have d=dim,lF, i.e., d= 1 if [F=R, d=2 if [F=C and d=4 if [F=W. 
Further we have N=dim(E)=dim,(M,,,([F))=d.m.k. 
Let IOW U be the Jordan algebra of the symmetric bilinear form B. This 
means U = [w + V where V is a q-dimensional real vector space, B is a sym- 
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metric bilinear positive definite form on V, and the product in U is defined 
by 
(A u) o (11, 0) = (h + 44 v), h + WI1 
whereA,p~R’;u,v~V. 
Let E, ,..., P, be an orthonormal basis of V with respect to B. We write 
e = e, = ( 1, 0), ej = (0, Pi) (j = l,..., q) and we fix e,, e, ,..., pq as a basis of U. 
A simple computation shows that x = x,e, + X, e, + . + .v4eq belongs to 
$2 if and only if x0 > Jnj; therefore 52 is the light cone. 
The rank of U is 2 and any orthogonal system of primitive idempotents 
has the form 
c,=($e,+t(d,e,+ ... +d,e,)), 
cz=(te,-*(d,e, + ... +d,e,)) 
where d, ,..., d, are fixed and satisfy df + ‘. + 8; = 1. For this algebra we 
have d=q- I. 
Ifs=(A,U) we have 
Tr( .y ) = 24 det(x) = A’- B(u, u) (1) 
For i, j= I,..., q we have 
e,Z = 0, 
ei;e,=O, if j. 
(2) 
We denote by q5 the embedding of U in the Clifford algebra C, associated 
to the vector space V and to the bilinear form B. We write 
b(e,)=Fj, j = O,..., q. (3) 
For the product in C, we have 
I?;=F,,, 
FJ’ + F, Fi = 0, i#j 
(i, j = l,..., q). The dimension of C, is 2y. 
An explicit construction of C, is as follows: 
Take the 2 x 2 matrices 
(4) 
P,=(Y A), P2=(i J); 
580.7, 1-9 
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denote by @ the Kronecker product and define the 2” x 2” matrices 
Fi= PzQ ... QPz@P,@I,@ ... QI,, j = l,..., q 
with P at the jth place. The Clifford algebra C, is the subalgebra of 
M,,,,,(R) generated by the Fi’s. On C, we consider the inner product given 
by 
where t :ace and transposition are related to the algebra A42y,2q(R). 
Obse -ve that, for q = 2, U is isomorphic to the Jordan algebra of the 
symmetric 2 x 2 real matrices 
while C? is isomorphic to the algebra of 2 x 2 real matrices. We have 
and 
r 
io+ir, (:+<.7 
(2-<3 <l-53 > 
for the generic element in C,. 
Similarly for q = 3, U is isomorphic to the Jordan algebra of hermitian 
2 x 2 ccmplex matrices, and C3 is isomorphic to the algebra of 2 x 2 com- 
plex mz.trices. 
At this point we consider the Jordan algebra C’: obtained by providing 
C, with the Jordan product A c B= $AB+ BA). Then, by (2) (3) and (4) 
4 detin’:s a Jordan homomorphism of U into CT. In this case E = C, 
(therefcre N = 2y) and &cl) acts on C, via the product in C,. 
We reed more notation in order to look at the action of 4(U) on C,. 
We cenote by f the set of the subsets of { 1, 2,..., q} and we write any 
element 7 in I- as y = (h ,,..., h,), h, <h, < ... <h,. The elements 
FT = F/,, F,,>. . F,,,, y E r 
provide an orthogonal basis for C,. Then we write 5 E C, as 
(5) 
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i’, 5” belonging to the subalgebra 
which is isomorphic to C, , and we may write (as a direct sum of 
orthogonal subspaces) 
C,=F,C:+C;. 
We now examine the action of d( U) on C,. First, following the notation 
in (5), 
since 
(F,& r)=(<‘, <“)+(F,<‘, F,r”)=2(5’, 5”) 
=2 1 &.(;,;“>, 
1ei 
F, : C; -+ F, C: 
is an isometry. In general, for 5 =x7 r,Fi.. y= (A,,..., h,) we have 
where~~=#(hEy:Ir<j). 
Then if s=.u,e,+?r,e, + ... +.u,e, 
(~~7 Q(5))=(d(-y) 5, 5)=-yOl1511'+ f .yj([j5, 5) 
,= 1 
but 
(x, Q(5))=Tr(xQ(r))=2(x,?l,+x, .r, + ... +?c,,+r,,) 
where Q([)=.roe,+.r,e,+ ... +.ryey. Then 
(6) 
and the Stiefel manifold C = {r E E: Q(r) = e) is defined by 
(Fjt, 5)=0, j=l ,..., 4. 
5x0.‘71. I-9* 
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Observe also that, by (1) and (6) 
4. THE INTEGRAL FORMULA FOR THE POLAR DECOMPOSITION 
The <et E’ = { < E E: det( Q(t)) # 0) is open and dense in E. For any 5 in 
E’ we define the polar decomposition 
r = f$qY’~‘) 0 
where 1’ = Q(r) and (T = &r ’ ‘) i’. Clearly r belongs to G, while 0 belongs 
to Z si Ice, by Lemma 1, 
The decomposition is unique, indeed suppose &r’,2) (r = &i’:‘) 6 then 
&P”‘)&r’,‘2)~=d and by Lemma 1 
e= Q(qS(F’,‘) qb(r”2) c) = P(F”‘) P(r’ ‘) e, 
so i=l’(r’,“)e=r and this implies also a=d. 
The lext result is basic for the whole paper. 
PROFOSITION. Let f be a continuous fhction on E tcith compact support, 
then 
s Ef(5)&=2-~1 j j R z f(&r’,‘) a) @(a) (det r); dr 
where (j = q5(r”‘) o, fl is the Riemannian oolume form on Z induced by the 
Euclidean structure of E and [ = (N/2m) - (n/m). 
ProqC First we observe that the mapping Q: E’ + Sz is submersive. 
Indeed the differential of Q at r is dQC. q = 211/(5, ‘I) and we show that 
de&E) = U. Suppose that for ,Y in U ($(t, q), x) = 0 for any 9 in E, then 
(4(-u) 5 v) = 0, hence +4(.x) 5 = 0, therefore (Q(t), -x2) = [lb(x) <II2 = 0. But 
for J ir R and z in fi we have (J, z) > 0, hence x = 0 and Q is submersive. 
Now, let u, ,..., u,, be an orthonormal basis of U and put Q,(t) = 
(Q(r), ,I~)= (&u,) <, c),j= l,..., n. Then Q(c)=c;_, Q,(t) uj. Let o be the 
volume form in U. If x=~;=,xjuj then w=dx, A ... A dx, and Q*o= 
dQ, A ... * dQ, = 2” (d(u,) t, &I * ‘.. A (d(u,) 5,dt). 
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Locally there exists an (N- n)-form a on E’ such that Q*w A a = 
&, A ... A dtN (volume form on E). For any Y in 52 let C,= (5~15: 
Q( 5) = r }. The set Z, is a (N - n)-dimensional closed submanifold of the 
sphere in E centered at 0 with radius (tr r)li2. Let pL, be the measure on C, 
defined by restriction of a to Z,. Let H be a function on I;;! with compact 
support, then 
~~H(Q(r))f(i’)d5=~aH(r)(~=,fdlc,)dr. (7) 
We write 
Wtr)= I,,/ &. (8) 
We shall prove in Lemma 4 that for any J* and r in s2 the following 
homogeneity property holds: 
Mf(P(~,)r)=(det~)~;.M(f~~(~))(r). (9) 
Now we put v = ,u<, (then v is a measure on 2’) and we assume (9) true to 
*(r) = Mf(P(r”‘) e) = (det r);. M(fg&r’:2)) (e) 
get 
w 
= (det r)c.~z.f()(r1,2) o) dv(a). 
Then (7) and (9 ) give 
J,f(t) d5 =jo jzf(qi(r1’2) a) dv(a) (det r)i dr. 
We still have to work on the measure v. As before, let u,,..., U, constitute 
an orthonormal basis of U. For q in C let us consider the vectors 
aj = &u,) 0 normal to Z. The mapping r + qS(r) g is an isometry, indeed 
II&r) o(12 = (d(r) (T, 4(r) a) = (r’, e) = /rll 2. Therefore the a,‘s satisfy 
(ai, a,) = 6, at any point of ,Y. Let u be the volume form on E, then the 
Riemannian volume form /3 on Z is given by p( ~1, ,..., M’~-,,) = u(w, ,..., 
IV.\~-,, a, ,..., a,,) for (N-n) vectors u’, ,..., M’~-,, tangent to C. It follows that 
dv(o) = 2-” d/3(a). 
Finally we obtain 
iEf(t) dt = 2-” !*, izf(&r”‘2) a) dfl(a) (det r); dr 
and the proof of the proposition is complete but for (9). 
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LEMMA 4. Let M be as in (8), then (9) holds. 
Prooj: By Lemma 2 and the change of variables 5 = #(y) q we obtain, 
for any ,1’ in 52 and for H and f defined as in the Proposition, 
’ ff(Q(<))f(<) 4 = (det I.)“,“’ [ Wp(y) Q(~~))f(&.vj rl) 4. 
‘E -E 
Therefore, for s = Q(q) and r = P(y) s, Lemma 1 and Lemma 3 give 
= (det J*)Jv’,l j H(P(.v) s)(M(f,;&.v))(s)) ds 
R 
= (det I,)(:%+i2n.m) [ H(r)(M(fz~(y))(P(p~‘) r)) dr. 
‘R 
Then tte arbitrarity of H gives 
Mf(r)= (det .Y)~’ M(f-&y))(r). 
Remhrk. We can compute the volume jz d/3(o) of the Stiefel manifold. 
Let 
Y.dt)= j e -Ir.cl(det rjl-lm,llb dr R 
be the d--function associated to the symmetric one 52. Let .f( 0 = e l’tll’ = 
e -iQ’5).L). Thenf(&r’ *) a) = e-‘r.e’ and we have 
s 
e il:il’ ds’ = 2 n 
s 
e 
E R 
cr,rJ(det r); dr ?*, d/3(o). 
Therefo -e 
I dfi(a)=2”z M’2(yn(N/2m))-‘. t 
As in tt e matrix case, the r-function may be computed explicitly: 
V 
( > 
-- 
h 2m 
= (27t)(“-mli* r(&).l-(g-$. ... .l-(&-(rn-l)g 
where a is the constant defined in Section 2. 
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5. BESSEL FUNCTIONS AND HANKEL TRANSFORM 
A function f defined on E is radial if there exists a function F defined on 
12 such that for any t in E we have f(t) = F( Q(o). For the polar decom- 
position r = &r’j2) G we apply Lemma 1 and we get f(t) = F(r). Unless 
otherwise stated, if f, g,... are radial functions on E we shall denote by 
capital letters F, G,... the corresponding functions on s2. 
LEMMA 5. The Fourier transform qf a radial function is radial, 
Proqf: Let f be a radial function on E with compact support, then, by 
the Proposition, 
and this gives an isometry between the space Lfa,(E) of the radial L’(E)- 
functions and the space Lf(S2) (by L?(Q) we mean the space of the 
measurable functions F on Sz satisfying fn 1 F(r)1 * (det r)Y dr < CO). 
If z belongs to the tube domain C! + iU the functions e-“,‘) are dense in 
L;(Q). Hence f(t) belongs to the span of the functions e-(‘*Q(C)), with z 
running in 12 + iU. Then we define det z by analytic continuation on 4 + iU 
and we prove that, for any q in E, 
It is enough to prove (10) for 2 in R and then to use analytic con- 
tinuation. After replacing 5 with C$(Z ‘,‘2) 4 and q with q5(z- I:*) q (10) 
reduces to the known identity 
Then f(q) lies in the space generated by the functions on the right-hand 
side of (10). Then it is a radial function and we denote by G the associated 
function on C2. 
Now we define the Bessel function. We write 5 = d(r1’2) 0, q = qS(s”*) oO 
and we apply the Proposition to obtain 
(det r)c ,$, 
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By Lemma 5 the above integral does not depend on cc,, so we can define 
the Bessel function J (on 0 x 52) as 
where (T) is any fixed point in Z:. 
We also need to define the Bessel function as an integral over the tube 
domain 52 + ilJ. First we consider the Laplace transform 
F(r)~G(z)=SI,e~“-“F(r)dr zEQ+iU 
and the Cauchy inversion formula, for x0 in Q, 
G(z) + (2ni)-” s 
.x0 + iL. 
if rESZ 
otherwise 
Then Lemma 1, the Proposition and (10) give 
[,-jet Z)-N:h e-‘~-‘.~)‘4 
= 2--“71-.‘i2 
J 
e-‘=.“(det ,.); J(r, $) d,.. 
R 
By the uniqueness of the Laplace transform we have 
Now ‘ve need an inversion formula. Let D,, be the differential operator 
on U wi :h constant coefftcients uch that Du(e’x~uJ) = (det x) e’“,“‘. Define 
J,(r, s). (det r)l= j-“~ mn+N,2 
s 
,‘r..-),~‘~-‘,5)/4(det Z)i-Jlim & 
.xg+iK’ 
then we work as in [4, p. 4861. We have 
D,(Jl(r, s).(det r)‘)=./~,(~,s).(det r)‘-‘. (11) 
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Now JA(r, s). (det r)’ = O(e”3”) and, by (1 l), the same holds for 
.I, ,(r, s) . (det r)‘, hence for any 1. Then in the identity 
e~“.“.J,(r,s).(detr)~dr=2”7C~/2e-(~-’.””4(detz)-“-“‘” (12) 
the integral converges absolutely for Re I > -1 (observe that we always 
have <=(N/2m)-(n/m)> -1). 
We can now prove the following results. 
THEOREM 1. The mapping 
F(s) + G(s) = 1 J,(r, s). (det r)i F(r) dr (A> -1) (13) 
R 
is a unitary and self-adjoint transformation on L:(Q). 
Proof: We write G = U, F, then, by (12) we have 
U,e~“..‘=2”nN’2(det=)~~~~“!“.e-‘;-’..’ 
and the proof runs as in Theorem 3.1 in Herz’s paper [4]. 
We shall call G the I-Hankel transform of F. 
THEOREM 2. Suppose .f belongs to Lfad( E), then F belongs to L;(Q) and 
we hatIe 
5 
e -“C.qb,f(4) d5 - g(q) 
E 
where g is radial and the associated function G is the [-Hankel transform of 
F as defined in ( 13 ). 
Proof: As pointed out in the proof of Lemma 5, the Proposition shows 
that f belongs to LfJE) if and only if F belongs to L:(Q). Then by 
Lemma 5 we also know that g is radial. Now (10) and Plancherel theorem 
give 
I e~l=.Qc:"f(5)d5=nN'2(detz)-N'm e-W’.Q~rl)V4g(q)dv E 
and this, because of the proposition, means 
s e-“,‘)F(r)(det r)< dr = &“‘*(det z)-Nim e-(Zm’*S)/4G(s)(det s)[ ds, R 
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then tht result follows by applying the easy generalization of Theorem 3.2 
in [4]. 
As ar application we state an extension of Neumann’s integral formula. 
By applying the previous results the proof runs as in Theorem 3.11 in [4] 
and will be omitted. 
THEOKEM 3. Let f be a continuous radial function on E belonging to 
L*(E) a Id such that f belongs to L’(E). Then 
By aLlplying the above machinery many more results in [4] could be 
easily e> tended to our setting, however we shall not go in this direction. 
We end this section by writing explicitly the convolution of radial 
functions. Let f and g be two integrable radial functions on E. We compute 
the conlfolution 
in polar coordinates. Write q = &s’;‘) o and < = $(r’!‘) go, then 
f*g(5)=2~"~~~~F(Q(~(~")~,-m(s")~)) 
x d/?(o) G(s) (det 3); ds 
2-11 Is F(r + s - 2$($5(r’,*) fJ(), f#(s’ 2, CT)) RZ 
x d/?(o) G(s) (det s); ds. 
If we define the generalized translation T, by 
T,F(r)=2-“j F(r+s-2$(&r’:“)o,, ~J(.s’;~)~))d,9(a) 
z 
we can lvrite the convolution as 
f * g(r) = F # G(r) = JQ T,F(r) G(s) (det s){ ds. 
The Fankel transform U = U; transforms the generalized convolution # 
into the usual product: 
U(F # Gj= U(F). U(G). 
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6. THE ASYMPTOTIC FORMULA FOR THE BESSEL FUNCTION 
We begin by writing the Bessel function as depending only on one 
parameter. 
Let fq(<) = ei(C,q) and let Mf,(r) be as in (8). By Lemma 4 we have for 
any .r in U 
Mf,(P(y) r) = (det .I~)*’ Wf, q’$o’)Nr) 
= (det I-)*’ Wf,,,.,,)(r). (14) 
Now we write 5 = &r’;2) CJ and q = 4(s’,‘*) go. Then the Proposition and 
(14) give, for any function H with compact support in Q (and radial exten- 
sion h on E), 
s 
h(C) er(S.IIb 
E 
dt=/ H(r)Mf,(r)dr 
R 
= 
s 
H(r) Mf,(P(r”‘e)) dr 
R 
= 
i 
H(r) (det r)’ M(f,,,l +)(e) dr 
R 
= 
s 
H(r) (det r)c J(e, P(r”*) s) dr. 
R 
On the other hand 
h(5) ei(i.‘l) dt = IQ H(r) J(r, s) (det r); dr. 
Hence 
J(r, s) = J(e, P(r”2) s) 
and we shall write J(q) = J(e, q). 
In proving the asymptotic formula we shall get the explicit computations 
by an algebra by algebra argument. We then refer to Section 3 for the 
notation. 
THEOREM 4. Suppose (I is either Herm,+( F), or the Jordan algebra 
R + V of the symmetric bilinear form B, and I,I~ one of the representations 
introduced in Section 3. Let x = c,“= 1 Aici be an element in 52 with distinct 
eigenvalues A, >A,> ... >A,,, (>O), then as t-+ +OG, 
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.I( LY2) = 1: eir(@x~)a.uoo) d/qa
*n tN-n)iZ 
=H 
i(rr.4)slu,,,)+ir(~(i)o 0,) oo) 
t C (IH(o,,)l ~ I,‘. e 1 W 
+()(t-I(.w-n);2)-I ), (15) 
where 0) = (co,,..., 0,) runs in { - 1, + 1 }“, (I”,= fj(Z;=, 0,~~) (TV, H(o,,,) 
denotes the Hessian of the function g(a) = (d(x) a, aO) and takes the value 
( ) 
fi wiA, 
, .v ‘,,I ,~ tnd + rl I 
H:a,,) = (- 1)“-” n (+(wJ;+ ~~i~j))” 
i<j I= I 
while s(dr,,) denotes the signature qf the Hessian matrix H(cJ,,,) and is equal 
to 
‘n s(o,,,) = - c 
( 
E--d(i-l)- 1 w,. 
r=l m ) 
Prooj: J(tx’) is an oscillary integral with the phase function 
g(a) = (j(x) 0, CJ~). The equality (15) follows directly from the stationary 
phase IT ethod (cf. [ 1, 31) as long as we determine the “critical points,” i.e., 
the poirlts 0 in Z, where the gradient of g is orthogonal to 1. The normal 
space al cr is 4(U) C, then (T is critical if and only if 
6(-u) CJo E d( cr) fJ. (16) 
Let d(x) go = $( ~3) CJ for some 1’ in U, then .V = x,“=, u-,,~,c~. 
D = ti(z;=, o,c.~) go satisfy (16) since #(+v) and 4(x;=, CII,C.~) commute. 
Moreover, by the uniqueness of the polar decomposition, it is easy to prove 
that these are the only solutions to (16). So the critical points are the 2”’ 
points 
o,,,=d f w;c, co 
( > .I = 1 
and the critical values are 
g(a,)= f cojAi. 
j= I 
Now we begin to compute the Hessian. Let 7 be a curve in Z such that 
l!(O) = (I, and y’(O) = aE (& 6’) au)‘. S’ mce 1~ lies in Y?J, Q(y(z))=e, hence 
for any )’ in U 
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By deriving twice the above equality we get 
(d(y) y’(z), l”(Z)) +(d(y) Y(z), Y(Z)) =o 
and for z=O 
(&I’) 4 a) + (40) Y”(O), flrn) = 07 
but & 19) o(,, = o(x) CJ~, then 
g”(cro,)(a, a) = -(d(y) 4 0). 
There is an isomorphism between the tangent space at crO and the tangent 
space at fs,,,: 
g”(o,,,)(a, a) = -(4(y) b, b) (17) 
with b belonging to (4(U) a,)l. 
Assume now CJ = Herm,‘(F). We choose 
then 
f$(U)a,= {(.ulO):xEU) 
(d(wa,)i= {(5lv): 5 is m x m skew-hermitian and ‘1 is m x (k-m) 
arbitrary}. 
Since the automorphism group of the Jordan algebra U acts transitively on 
the system of idempotents we may take x diagonal, hence for b = (t I q) 
(c$(x)b,b)= .f l;lQ’+ c $l,+lw,)t;+ f 
i= I icj ,=I 
where t,ifi (i# j) or ?ji, and ylii are the elements of the matrices < and rl 
respectively. Then by ( 17) 
(k-m)d+d- 1 
Let us now compute the signature. Since ;ii > lj (for i < j) the sign of 
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(w,Ri+ ~~2,) is the sign of wi. Hence the signature of the form (&(I) b, 6) is 
equal t J 
I,, ,H 
1 nm-i)oi+((k-m)u’+d--1). x oi= f 
,=I ,=I ,=I ( 
i-d(i-l)-l)~,. 
We r ow turn to the case U = R + P’. Here we fix eO = I,, = F,,. As before 
the autJmorphism group of U acts transitively on the complete system of 
idempotents. So we may choose 
then wf: take 
An element b in C, orthogonal to d(U) can be written as 
b= 1 h,.F>.. 
#>>I 
In order to compute the inner product (F, 0, b) we consider the following 
decomf osition of b: 
then 
F,b= f hi,., ;F,+ c b,.>,.F;.+ 1 h;.F,F;.. 
/=2 1 e ,‘ 1 e;’ 
#i’>l #;>I 
We put 
b’= c b,,,;.F,.. h”= 1 b;.F,, 
If; la; #Y>I #;,> I
then 
(F, b, b) = 2(b’, b”). 
It follolvs that, if J’= yoFo + T, F,, 
f&s) 6, b)=yo f bj,.;; +yo(~Ib’II’i- llb”112)+2y,(b’, b”). 
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Then the Hessian of the form (Q(y) h, h) is 
that is, since?,,=~(w,~,+oliz), .I’,=~(w,A,--ozJz), 
(~(to,~,+tol~~))Y~“(0,~,W1~,)24~’~y 
and its signature is 
(q-l)w,+(24-‘-q)(o,+o?). 
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